In the process of investigating classical realizations of W 3 in terms of free bosons, Romans unveiled a relation to finite-dimensional Jordan algebras with a cubic norm. These algebras have been classified and consist of an infinite series (yielding the "generic" realizations) and four sporadic algebras associated to the real division algebras (which yield the "magical" realizations). The generic realizations were shown by Romans to quantize, who left the problem of the quantization of the magical realizations open. In later work, Mohammedi showed that the first two magical realizations did not survive quantization. In this note we close the problem by showing that neither do the other two magical realizations. †
Introduction
One can usually learn a lot about an algebraic structure from the study of its concrete realizations. W-algebras are no exception and a lot of the effort in their study has been directed towards finding representations in terms of better understood algebras: free fields, parafermions, affine algebras,... Of these, the realizations in terms of free bosons are arguably the simplest and the most interesting, especially in view of the possible application to W-gravity and W-strings.
The earliest known such realization is the two-boson realization of Fateev and Zamolodchikov [1] ; which is the analogue of the Coulomb gas realization for Virasoro. Because of the intrinsic nonlinearity of W-algebras, it is however not possible to now construct realizations in an arbitrary number of bosons by simply tensoring two-boson realizations together. Other ways must therefore be sought. A very general class of such realizations was found by Romans in [2] , where he analyzed the problem of constructing realizations of the classical and quantum W 3 -algebra in terms of free bosons. He found a classical realization associated to every Jordan algebra determined by a cubic norm. Explicitly, there is for every n ∈ N a "generic" realization in terms of n bosons, whose corresponding Jordan algebra is essentially the Clifford algebra of (some real form of) SO(n − 1); and four "magic" solutions for n = 5, 8, 14, 26, whose corresponding Jordan algebras are the algebras (with respect to one half of the anticommutator) of 3 × 3 hermitian matrices over the real division algebras: the real numbers (R), the complex numbers (C), the quaternions (H), and the octonions (or Cayley numbers) (O) respectively. The generic series survives quantization (although for n = 1 it fixes the central charge to c = −2) and can be seen (for n > 1) to fit a general pattern of W 3 realizations whose ingredients are an arbitrary realization of the Virasoro algebra and a free boson commuting with it. The issue of the quantization of the magic realizations was left open and Mohammedi later showed [3] that the first two cases n = 5 and n = 8 do not quantize.
After this result there would be little reason to expect that the other two would quantize, were it not for the fact that there exists at least one example where a classical construction based on the real division algebras survives quantization only in the octonionic case [4] . Classical superstrings depend for their existence on the same γ-matrix identity which must be obeyed for supersymmetric Yang-Mills to exist. This identity is only satisfied in dimensions D = 3, 4, 6, 10 as a result of the idiosyncracies of the multiplication table of the real division algebras. Quantum mechanically, however, only the D = 10 string survives. Unfortunately for us, this happy circumstance does not repeat itself in our problem. We will see that none of the magical W 3 realizations survives quantization.
This note is organized as follows. We will set the context and the notation by briefly reviewing the results of Romans and we will immediately focus on the magical solutions and their relation with the special Jordan algebras. We then proceed to a case by case analysis of the four magical solutions, giving in each case the form of the classical realizations. Finally we comment on their failure to quantize.
Realizations of W 3
Let us summarize some of the results of [2] concerning the realizations of W 3 in terms of D scalar bosons ϕ i (z) with OPE
We will only work with their currents J j (z) = i∂ϕ j (z). The expressions for T and W in terms of these bosons have the form
where g ij is the inverse of the g ij appearing in (1) . T obeys a Virasoro algebra with central charge c = D − 12a 2 with a 2 ≡ g ij a i a j ; and W is a conformal primary of weight 3 provided that the following equations are satisfied:
from where we can eliminate e i and the symmetric part of e ij . Let us therefore introduce
Then we can use (3) to rewrite (5) in the following form:
The conditions for W to close into the W 3 algebra
where µ = 16 5c+22 and Λ = (T T ) − 3 10 ∂ 2 T , can be shown to reduce to
One recognizes in equation (8) the condition for the existence of a classical realization of W 3 :
where we now take the Poisson bracket or equivalently the terms containing exactly one derivative in the simple pole of the OPE.
It is precisely equation (8) The infinite series yields the "generic" realizations which shall not concern us here. Romans showed that they did survive quantization; that is, that F ij can be found such that all equations (6), (9), and (10) are satisfied, yielding realizations of quantum W 3 for arbitrary of the cetral charge c except for the case D = 1 which forces c = −2. The sporadic cases yield the "magical" realizations, which shall be the focus of this paper. Romans left open the problem of the quantization of the magical realizations. The issue was reconsidered in a later paper by Mohammedi [3] , who showed that the cases D = 5 and D = 8 did not survive quantization. We will recap this work in what follows for completeness and to present the problem fully in a Jordan-algebraic approach.
As we shall see in the next section, the magical realizations all share the properties that the d ijk are traceless: g ij d ijk = 0. It is not hard to show that for D = 2, this condition implies that a i = e i = 0 and that e ij = F ij . In this case, equation (10) 
We will find it convenient to rescale F ij and d ijk to hide the D-dependence away in the expression for W . Hence we have
where
. With this choice of normalizations, the magical realizations quantize provided that the following equations are satisfied:
and
In what follows we will discuss how the special Jordan algebras yield solutions to (14). We will describe the solutions in detail and we will show that they fail to quantize. Notice, however, that without doing any work we can already discard the case D = 5 since equation (16) says that F k i is a complex structure, whence D must be even.
Special Jordan algebras
We now describe the magical realizations of classical W 3 from the point of view of special Jordan algebras.
Let A denote one of the four real division algebras: R, C, H, O. Each algebra comes equipped with a conjugation α →ᾱ which leaves invariant only the real subalgebra generated by the identity. We now consider the vector space J 3 (A) of 3 × 3 hermitian matrices with entries in A:
with α i ∈ A and a i ∈ R. On J 3 (A) we can define a product • by one half the anticommutator: x • y = 1 2 (xy + yx). This product is commutative but non-associative; although it obeys the defining relation for a Jordan algebra:
The matrix trace defines a linear map Tr : J 3 (A) → R, which induces a split
with 1 the identity matrix. This decomposition is orthogonal relative to the bilinear form
Choose a basis {e i } for the traceless elements. Then we have
for some d ij k and g ij which will turn out the ones appearing in the expressions (2) (after taking into account the normalization (13)). We can recover the g--5 -and d-symbols as follows. It follows that g ij = e i , e j and that
The coefficients g ij and d ijk are the restriction to the traceless elements of the Jordan algebra of a quadratic and cubic norms defined respectively by (20) and by
where the Freudenthal product is defined by
For the case of A = C, (21) is a famous identity satisfied by the Gell-Mann λ-matrices and where d ijk are the SU (3) d-symbols. These symbols are wellknown to be totally symmetric and traceless: g ij d ijk = 0. This continues to be the case for the other three division algebras. Moreover one can show that in this normalization, the d-symbols satisfy (14), whence they define a classical realization of the W 3 algebra. Below we list the d-symbols for the special Jordan algebras. Since we already proved that the realization associated to J 3 (R) does not quantize we focus on the remaining three cases. The calculations of the d-symbols were performed in Mathematica .
Case I: J 3 (C)
We choose as basis for the Jordan algebra the identity matrix together with the following eight hermitian traceless matrices: 
With this choice of basis, it is easy to see that g ij = δ ij and that the nonzero
Tr(e i e j e k + e j e i e k ); that is,
Notice parenthetically, that e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , together with e 7 and e 8 span a Jordan subalgebra isomorphic to J 3 (R). We can thus read its d-symbols from these if need be.
Let {q i } denote a basis for the quaternions with q 0 = 1, q 1 = i, q 2 = j, and q 3 = k with i, j, k the usual quaternion imaginary units. As their names suggest, q 0 is real:q 0 = q 0 , whereas the other units obeyq i = −q i for i = 1, 2, 3. As basis for the traceless subspace of the Jordan algebra we now choose the following 14 hermitian matrices:
for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and
With this choice of basis, it is easy to see that again g ij = δ ij and that the nonzero d ijk are given by 
Notice that e 1−6 , together with e 13 and e 14 span a Jordan subalgebra isomorphic to J 3 (C).
-7 -Case III:
In order to describe this algebra it is necessary to describe the octonion algebra itself. We prefer to think of octonions as pairs of quaternions: O ∼ = H ⊕ H. On this space we define the following multiplication
and the following conjugation
A basis for O is given by the identity (1, 0) together with x 1 through x 7 defined by: (i, 0), (j, 0), (k, 0), (0, 1), (0, i), (0, j), and (0, k). They obey where, if following any line in the directions shown by the arrows, one encounters x p → x q → x r in this order, then x p • x q = x r and x q • x r = x p . We must supplement this multiplication table by the fact that x 0 ≡ (1, 0) is the identity of the algebra. It is easy to check that the multiplication is neither commutative nor associative. 
With this choice of basis, it is easy to see that again g ij = δ ij . The nonzero 
The failure of quantization
The quantization of the classical realizations described above reduces to finding F ij satisfying equations (15) and (16). Unfortunately I have not been able to find an elegant proof of the inconsistency of these equations, and have had to resort to their brute force solution. In all cases, as had been found already for the case A = C in [3] , the unique solution to the linear equations (15) is F ij = 0 which is incompatible with the quadratic equation (16). The failure of the linear equation to give any nontrivial solution certainly hints at the fact that a more global approach to this problem must exist that yields this result at one fell swoop.
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